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DEDICATION

The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel wishes to express its thanks for the contribution to this annual report by Robert D. Rothi. Bob was a consultant to and a member of the Panel from August 16, 1982 to his untimely death November 27, 1983.

All of us came to know Bob as a friend, a colleague, and a sincere, intelligent, practitioner of the engineering art. We remember him as he would have wished, with pleasure rather than sorrow, and extend to his family our sympathy as well as our gratitude for having known him.
The NASA Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel has completed its assessment of NASA’s safety performance for 1983 and affirms that NASA Headquarters and Center management teams continue to hold the safety of manned flight to be their prime concern, and that essential effort and resources are allocated for maintaining safety in all of the development and operational programs. The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel continues to have access to NASA management at all levels and has found no difficulty in obtaining available data from any of NASA’s policy, development, test or operational activities to assist in the evaluation of safety performance.

During 1983, NASA programs for the operational use of the Space Transportation System and their continuing use of aircraft for training, experimentation, and administrative service demanded the largest share of the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel’s attention, and this report addresses those problems which the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel believes are in need of focused attention.
In this report, the Panel has listed those conclusions most worthy of NASA management concentration along with our recommendations for action. Following these broad conclusions and recommendations are two sections one of which is a review and closeout of NASA's response to the 1982 Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel suggestions and the other of which offers comments on some broad NASA activities which have had and probably will have an impact on the safety of future systems and their operation. Finally, since the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel conclusions have been derived from substantial detail investigations of the hardware itself, its testing, and its use, an appendix has been added which includes information on Panel studies and reviews which have contributed to the primary conclusions.

It should be recognized that the transition from R&D flying of the Space Transportation System to its operational use introduces many opportunities for management policies and actions to expedite the achievement of maximum safety. Thus, many of the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel comments have to do with the management approach to operational status for the Space Transportation System. It appears that much needs to be done before the Space Transportation System can achieve the reliability necessary for safe, high rate, low cost operations.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. **Product Quality and Utility**

**Conclusion:** Although present quality assurance programs are thorough, and documentation extensive, the Panel believes that these conventional approaches could be augmented by more motivational emphasis in the development and production phases of hardware and software. The Panel believes that more emphasis should be placed at the contractor and subcontractor level on design suitability and production quality to complement the present quality assurance programs. This emphasis should include motivation of the entire Space Transportation System (STS) design team now addressing improvements to be certain that operational problems are alleviated through these design improvements and elements of the STS which are difficult to inspect, involve obsolete technology, or require frequent maintenance and replacement are changed.

**Recommendation:** NASA make a concerted effort to assist contractors and subcontractors to produce the highest quality of product, oriented toward operational suitability. NASA and contractor employees, both design and production, should now be approaching their work on subsequent hardware improvements with operational suitability rather than increased performance as the dominant goal.

2. **Shuttle System Main Engine (SSME)**

**Conclusion:** The current design of the SSME, with the exception of the turbomachinery, appears to be suitable, assuming satisfactory completion of the specified acceptance tests, for approximately seven flights at full power level (FPL), i.e., 109% of the original rated power level (RPL). The current high pressure turbopumps at this rating of 109% are, apparently, suitable for only one or two flights at 109% thrust before removal for teardown inspection and possible replacement is required.
The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel (ASAP) agrees with the prudent decision to limit the operation of these engines to the 104% thrust level as this mitigates but does not eliminate the problems of the engine turbomachines and provides operating margin. The engines have performed well during the 1983 flights at the 104% level confirming the wisdom of selecting this constraint.

The SSME project has adopted a three-phase program to develop a longer life expectancy for the engine. The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel has reviewed this program and supports and commends this organized approach to SSME improvement.

**Recommendation:** The SSME program should proceed with full NASA support and resources to firm up the content and planning for SSME improvement and to implement the program and pursue the objectives vigorously. Retrofit of certified improvements during scheduled or unscheduled removals of the engines is firmly recommended. The plans should continue to include the activity on a full redesign of the high pressure turbomachines that was begun this year. The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel believes this effort to be necessary to achieve the margin of safety required for routine operations and long life of the engine.

As testing to demonstrate margin for operation at the 109% level will involve operation at thrust levels higher than 109%, there will be temptation to increase the Shuttle performance by utilizing higher thrust. The ASAP advises strongly against such a decision. Operational reliability, and the concomitant safety can be achieved only by operating the engines at thrust levels below the maximum demonstrated in a few tests to show that a margin exists.

3. **Landing Gear**

**Conclusion:** In a number of previous reports and discussions, the ASAP has suggested that the landing gear on the Orbiter has not been
designed with enough structural and functional margin for repetitive use. The response to the suggestions contained in the 1982 report does not appear to the Panel to have answered the fundamental question of achieving sufficient margins for operational reliability and safety.

**Recommendation:** A complete structural and mechanical suitability review of the Shuttle landing gear be made by an engineering organization with commercial transport experience for the purpose of suggesting alternative landing gear configurations and setting target margins for structures and the wheels, brakes, and axles. This review should include but not be limited to:

a. The practicality of converting to a four-wheel main gear truck within the present wheel well.

b. The practicality of putting an extended or extendable strut on the nose gear for the purpose of changing the Orbiter ground attitude (more positive angle of attack), thus relieving the main gear roll-out loads.

c. The feasibility of increasing brake capacity by a major percentage (at least 25%).

d. A thorough review of the weak points on the present gear followed by suggestions for beef-up to bring the margins into partial comparability with the margins of modern transport aircraft in the landing mode.

4. **Logistics and Maintenance**

**Conclusions:** During 1983 the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel has observed considerable progress in the areas of logistics, maintenance, supply and support programs intended to avoid launch delays due to material shortages. Suitable directives are being developed to encourage liaison between United States Air Force and National
Aeronautics and Space Administration through a co-ordinating group known as the Integrated Logistics Panel (ILP).

The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel applauds the award of the Shuttle Processing Contract (SPC) in October 1983 but would welcome a clear definition of its role and responsibilities in the logistics field. Plans for transition of logistics and support activities from Marshall Space Flight Center and Johnson Space Center to Kennedy Space Center are in existence but are proceeding slowly and are not scheduled for completion until 1986.

There is no evidence of a long-term overall maintenance plan for the entire Shuttle system. Additionally, some doubt exists as to whom the ultimate responsibility for logistics really belongs and this is clouding the improving liaison between United States Air Force and National Aeronautics and Space Administration. This may, in part, be due to the non-existence of a single top authority over combined USAF-NASA logistics. A stronger hand from NASA Headquarters in Washington would probably help. Both recommendations, that is, for the maintenance master plan and the appointment of a "czar" have been made previously by the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel and valuable time is being lost during which some clarity and resolution could have been introduced into the entire logistics program.

There appear to be some major voids in the logistics programs as presently envisaged. For example, no mandate exists for exploring the adequacy and suitability of logistics programs for Spacelab, Centaur, Inertial Upper Stage or Payload Assist Module systems.

The payloads can contribute to launch delays just as significantly as the Orbiter if logistical support is not considered as an entire system.
Recommendations:

a. A single authority be established responsible for all logistics systems.

b. An overall maintenance plan be established attempting to provide for at least the next decade.

c. The role of the Shuttle Processing Contractor in the vital sphere of logistics should be clearly defined as soon as possible.

d. Spacelab, Centaur, Inertial Upper Stage, and Payload Assist Module should be included in the logistics plans.

5. Orbiter Structural Loads

Conclusion: The most current structural loads for the Shuttle were derived in 1976/1977 and are called the ASKA 5.4 loads. The meager flight test data that has been acquired to date does not validate the ASKA 5.4 loads. To operate the Orbiter up to its safe strength with confidence, aerodynamic loads in ascent and thermal loads in descent need to be better defined.

Recommendation: The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel recommends that National Aeronautics and Space Administration expedite the derivation of a new set of loads based on the latest wind tunnel and flight data. The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel further recommends that renewed efforts be made to validate the final derived structural loads with full-scale flight data.

6. Orbiter Landing Speed and Pitch Control

Conclusion: Orbiter flights to date have demonstrated high landing speeds, landing gear loads near the design limits, many brake malfunctions, and a wide scatter in touchdown points.
Handling-quality tests on simulators have verified the sensitivity and inherent instability in pitch control that contribute to the Orbiter's problems.

Excessive landing speed and control sensitivity result in:

a. A continuing potential for a landing accident to occur
b. Limitations on choice of abort sites
c. Risk of destructive brake malfunctions
d. Non-survivable open sea ditchings
e. Lengthy and expensive training programs.

Program management apparently recognizes the above, as evidenced by a reluctance to use the Kennedy Space Center landing strip despite the logistic and turnaround advantages resulting from its use. The ASAP concludes that a major reduction in landing velocity, and an improvement in the apparent stability (and consistency) in pitch control near the touch down point, would substantially improve the operational flexibility and safety potential for the Orbiter.

**Recommendation:** NASA Headquarters should request Langley Research Center (LaRC) to review the "state of the art" in canard configured aircraft, and prepare briefings to the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel and NASA Headquarters on the advantages and limitations of canard configurations as applied to the Orbiter. In parallel, Johnson Space Center (JSC) should be asked to explore the practical problems of installing controllable canards on the Orbiters for use in landing.

7. **Shuttle Processing Contractor (SPC)**

**Conclusion:** Although it is too early to reach any definitive judgments as to the operational effectiveness of the Shuttle Processing Contractor (SPC), Lockheed Space Operations Company, the planning, preparation, and initial actions during the transition period take account of concerns raised by the Panel in earlier reports. To date, Lockheed has been generally successful in hiring
key personnel of contractors which have been responsible for processing operations. It is important that this success rate be maintained among the contractors--Rockwell International, Martin Marietta, United Space Boosters--whose final transition dates occur after STS-11 in early 1984. In addition, National Aeronautics and Space Administration can assist the Shuttle Processing Contractor in carrying out its responsibilities through such actions as moving toward a unified logistics system, acquiring an adequate number of spares, defining major and minor overhaul sequences, developing coordinated launch schedules for Kennedy Space Center and Vandenberg Air Force Base, and consulting closely with the Shuttle Processing Contractor on major hardware acquisitions and enhancements that relate to Shuttle processing. The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel will continue to monitor closely Lockheed's assumption of these critical processing responsibilities.

**Recommendation:** National Aeronautics and Space Administration should clarify as rapidly as possible its internal organizational arrangements that will support routine operation of the Space Transportation System. Such organizational clarity will be a major factor in achieving the objectives noted above and in assisting the SPC.

8. **Safety of Flight Operations**

**Conclusions:** Nineteen hundred and eighty-three was a significant year in the evolution of flight safety for the aircraft used at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Centers. Flight safety has received considerable attention at the highest levels. The revitalization of the Intercenter Aircraft Operations Panel (IAOP) and the many constructive recommendations from the ECOsystems International Inc., and internal reviews should be effective in enhancing safety of flight operations. Still lacking are:
Effective communication both up and down the management chain, on flight safety matters, from Headquarters to the flight operations level at the centers

A "Director of Flight Operations" or the equivalent in NASA Headquarters

An appreciation at the Headquarters level of the role of human factors in aviation accidents

An update of Headquarters aircraft and flight operations policies and management instructions.

Recommendations: A "Director" or "Chief" of Flight Operations should be identified and should be the focal point of flight safety matters in NASA Headquarters.

This "Director" should serve as a channel of communication from the branch flight operations level at the Centers to whatever administrative level that is necessary to fully resolve a flight safety problem.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration Headquarters through the "Chief of Flight Operations" and the Intercenter Aircraft Operations Panel should complement the supervision of flight operations with studies and educational programs aimed at the human factor problem in aviation accidents and assure that appropriate policy documents are issued by Headquarters to meet operational safety needs.
Product Quality and Utility

Together National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel have concerned themselves with the effectiveness of the "Product Quality Assurance Program" and its adequacy to support the safety performance of the manned space flight program. During the history of the STS development a body of procedures, reports and records has grown up that defines in detail the route to be followed in the manufacture of already designed hardware. The pattern developed does not always result in suitable hardware. Another product of the system has been a documented history that will allow later analysis to pinpoint the cause after failure has occurred. This paperwork system and its implementation is massive and hence costly but it is not clear that it directly affect hardware adequacy. In a recent review of quality assurance held at Marshall Space Flight Center covering contractors and subcontractors, hundreds of deviations from prescribed product assurance procedures were reviewed. In spite of these deviations, all contractors stated that there had been no hardware impact. Now that the hardware task is becoming more one of replacing and fixing, it is important to put emphasis on the development engineering needed to insure that equipment that has been found wanting either in suitability or life under operational conditions is properly designed for operation. The achievement of appropriate operational design and the motivation of workers to produce to that design are essential to make traditional quality assurance programs worth the cost.

The ASAP did not perceive sufficient emphasis on directing actual worker attention to those things that, in fact, affect the quality of the work to be done. There is no intention here to imply that the whole body of product quality assurance is not valuable but we believe that it should be complemented by more attention to operational engineering and to the production system itself to insure that each
piece of hardware produced is as near perfect as possible and that it is of an appropriate design for the operational era. Quality assurance does not make hardware—a worker does, and quality assurance is only one of his tools. It should be remembered that STS elements for the most part come from small production, not mass produced items which are susceptible to more automated quality controls. Product quality for such small production is basically a function of the producing organization not the quality assurance organization. Thus, a product of integrity demands:

- Suitable design
- Proper tools and instructions
- Worker education
- Worker motivation

The first of these factors is in a large part a result of the engineering which reflects experience and management dedication to operational utility. The second quality assurance factor is the provision of proper tools, fixtures, and jigs calibrated to the extent necessary. Inspection equipment should be available as necessary and all prints and procedures must be current and explicit. It might help if a given worker had only the paper of importance to his job. Large data packs all of which do not concern the individual worker tend to obscure the importance to him of the few pieces of paper relevant to his particular task.

The third factor, worker education, is more important than most people realize. The majority of the workers on NASA projects either in engineering or production are conscientious, qualified, and intelligent people who want to do a good job. Every effort must be made to acquaint them with the importance, use, and characteristics of the equipment they are working on and the critical parameters that must be controlled. For instance, in some cases cleanliness may be simply good housekeeping and in other cases, such as hardware exposed to propellants or oxygen, it may be absolutely vital. The worker should know why certain procedures are demanding if he is expected to
produce a perfect product. Astronauts make visits to production facilities and this certainly motivates people. It might also be in order to have some of NASA's key engineering personnel conduct in-plant seminars on specific equipment and specific qualities it must have to do its intended job.

Finally, worker motivation beginning with the engineer is a difficult but rewarding task. The proper communications and communicators serve both an educational and motivational purpose. Quality circles are a useful technique so long as they do not produce unauthorized or untested changes in hardware or procedures. Along another line the worker must not depend on the inspector for quality; the inspector must simply confirm the worker's performance. The worker determines the quality of the product and each worker must be carefully reminded of this time and time again.

A new factor in product quality now faces NASA design and production practitioners who must produce reliable replacement hardware—particularly electronic. The designs of most of the Shuttle components are at least 10 years old and as industry has progressed new developments and design concepts have produced better and more reliable products. This coupled with difficulty in the reproduction of older style units, suggests that design change may be essential in achieving functional reliability. The problem that this aging poses for the Shuttle is that NASA cannot allow changes in design or substitutions in components without requalification of the hardware and a very comprehensive consideration of the effects of the change. It would seem to be in order for the Centers to determine in advance the extent of obsolescence, cost versus reliability improvements, the "delta" qualification requirements necessary for such updated equipment and establish a prioritized plan for determining the equipment to be replaced by that containing more modern technology.
Flight Readiness Review Changes

The Panel feels that in light of experience the Flight Readiness Review (FRR) process could be restructured to save some resources and, importantly from a safety point of view, to place the FRR operational decisions in the operations organization.

Panel members have participated in the majority, if not all of the Flight Readiness Reviews either in person or through telecons. These reviews have historically involved senior NASA management, senior program managers, numerous contractor managers, and with the pre-FRR Center meetings, almost the entire Space Transportation System (STS) mid-management population of NASA and their contractors. This effort is costly not only in travel and time but from the standpoint that a large number of senior people will not be doing other urgent things. With time and experience such priorities should have changed. As the operation becomes more routine, safety is enhanced by organizational clarity and the motivation produced by more precise definition of responsibilities.

The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel feels that it is time for the STS Flight Readiness Review process to be restructured. We suggest a format for the change only to stimulate discussion and accelerate decision. We feel that the Centers should continue to hold their "pre-FRR" meetings and generate a Center readiness position. This should identify current problems, new risks, changes in old risks and other factors affecting readiness. We further suggest that the decision responsibility for flight readiness be delegated to the designated Director for Shuttle Operations wherever NASA decides to locate him, at Kennedy Space Center, at Johnson Space Center or at NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. after consultation with the Center Directors. We feel that such change would be more effective in the majority of the operations and would improve the motivation and quality of the NASA organization and its contractors.
Shuttle Processing Contract (SPC)

NASA's decision to consolidate under a single contractor all ground processing and launch and landing services, including operation and maintenance of associated ground systems, is a major step in the direction of achieving a genuine operational space transportation system. The scope of the Shuttle Processing Contractor's (SPC) responsibility is broad, including the processing of individual STS elements (Orbiter vehicle including main engines, external tank, solid rocket boosters), integration of these elements in preparation for launch, performance of on-line cargo integration and interface validation, and operation and maintenance of facilities and equipment required for processing, launch, post-launch, landing and de-servicing of the Shuttle vehicle. The activities of twelve (12) contractors are being consolidated under the SPC.


Assigned individuals from the Panel have monitored the activities leading to the selection of the Lockheed team and will continue to follow the contract's implementation. It is essential that the important objective of achieving a more cost-effective operation (an operational space transportation system) not be permitted to introduce unacceptable risks to the Shuttle crew or the vehicle system itself. In striving for this proper balance between desired cost-effectiveness and acceptable risk, there is the initial challenge of the SPC accepting and carrying out the many technically demanding responsibilities of twelve (12) separate contractors, many of whom were developers of the STS elements. There is also the longer-term challenge of maintaining rigorous attention to detail and quality when the STS operation becomes more routine, the flight rate increases, and cost-control pressures intensify. How the initial challenge of
transition is approached will more than likely lay the groundwork for solving the longer-term problems associated with truly routine operations.

Lockheed is presently going forward with transition plans to assume responsibility for the work performed by the previous contractors. To date, the transition is essentially on schedule with assumption of all responsibility at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) to be complete by February 6, 1984, following the launch of mission 41-B (STS-11). Lockheed will be totally responsible for the processing of mission 41-C (STS-13), scheduled for launch in April. At Vandenberg the transition will take significantly longer with initial operational capability scheduled for late 1985.

A critical factor in sustaining processing capability will be Lockheed's success in hiring the key personnel of other contractors. As of early December, Lockheed had made 693 employment offers at Kennedy Space Center and received 672 acceptances. At Vandenberg there have been 132 offers with 108 acceptances. Of significance is the "capture rate" of personnel actively sought by Lockheed due to their individual capabilities. This stands (as of early December) at 99% for employees of Boeing Services International, Computer Science Corp., and RCA Service Company; 84% for Martin Marietta Corp.; and 97% for Planning Research Corporation. It is important that this success rate be maintained among contractors whose final transition dates occur after February 1984. Lockheed estimates that total personnel at Kennedy Space Center will be reduced by about 1030 at the conclusion of the transition period from the nearly 5800 persons initially available. The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel recognizes that there is a small population of highly critical people who because of their experience and knowledge will be hard to replace, and that Lockheed should acquire them to further assure a successful transition. The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel will monitor these essential skill areas to determine the degree of success achieved.
A major factor in selection of the Lockheed team was the fully integrated management structure that established clear relationships between the organizational elements of the Shuttle Processing Contractor and the work to be performed. Lines of communication, authority, and responsibility were directly drawn between top management and the organizational elements. Personnel of other team members—particularly Grumman—were (and are) integrated throughout the organization, along with the functional assignment of Vandenberg Air Force Base operations to Morton-Thiokol, Integrated Ground Operations to Grumman, and Program Requirements Analysis to Pan Am.

With the transition period approximately at the half-way point, it is too early to reach any definitive judgment as to the operational effectiveness of the emerging organization. However, it is possible to identify certain features or principles of the Lockheed plan that indicates a recognition of the challenges and problems in both the near and longer-term. For example:

--A recognition, as stressed by the SPC’s top management, that maintenance and well-being of the work force is essential to productive and safe operations. High morale among employees and attention to detail must be sustained for the operational life of the space transportation system, no matter how routine and predictable operations become in the later years.

--Creation of an external Safety Advisory Board (modeled in many respects after the ASAP) that will meet at least quarterly to examine all aspects of the SPC’s operations from a safety perspective. Direct access to SPC top management is assured. The desirability of direct communication between this new Safety Advisory Board and the Panel was informally discussed in December.

--Recognition of the need for a common logistics system to support operations at both Kennedy Space Center and Vandenberg Air Force Base. SPC management currently views logistics as its most serious and difficult problem. This responsibility is
hampered by NASA's own ambiguity concerning a total logistics, spares, and maintenance program. The SPC has no responsibility for ordering or budgeting spares acquisition. It is also not SPC's responsibility to plan major or minor maintenance "downtime" for Orbiter refurbishment. This must be resolved if the logistics system is to adequately support operations.

--An expressed determination to drive operating decisions to the lowest possible level in order to (1) strengthen responsibility at the hands-on level and (2) take advantage of the expertise and knowledge of those persons actually doing the work. Day-to-Day instructions are not to come from top management.

--Recognition of the lack of commonality among the Orbiters and the related assumption that maintenance and logistics procedures must take these differences into account for the life of the program.

--The decision to work toward zone-type processing of the Orbiter where a particular area is worked completely and closed-out only once, as distinct from the present system of numerous close-outs as individual systems are processed separately. Related to this approach is the objective of assembling all needed instructions and parts in the immediate location or station where the work is to be performed.

--Establishment of direct links between the SPC's planning organizations--Program Requirements Analysis, Mission Management Office, and Software Integration Office--with comparable Level III entities at NASA. These direct communication channels will facilitate technical expertise being readily available and provide channels of information for NASA to observe element performance and share in the decisions to further simplify "turnaround" procedures.
These various organizational arrangements and operating principles will be monitored by the Panel as they are implemented. Nevertheless, they provide evidence at this juncture of a management approach that appreciates the continuing risks and difficulties of Shuttle processing, as well as the opportunities to develop a more efficient and cost-effective operation.

NASA'S Support of the Shuttle Processing Contractor (SPC)

In prior annual reports and in other reports to NASA management, the Panel has emphasized the importance of moving toward an organizational arrangement within NASA that takes account of the special needs of the Shuttle’s routine, more nearly commercial type, operation as distinguished from the prior research and development effort. In July 1982 we noted, for example, that a "well-defined and stable organization within NASA to oversee STS operations is the anchor for the SPC." The selection of the SPC and initiation of its responsibilities makes this observation more timely and pertinent than ever.

Last year the Panel suggested that the "organizational arrangement within NASA that is to be responsible for commercial operation of the Shuttle should be determined and announced, even though full implementation of this arrangement might not be feasible for the next several years." The Panel's assessment of the current status of the Shuttle Processing Contractor indicates why this recommendation still merits consideration. For example:

--The interim logistics procedure now in effect essentially continues control of all flight hardware with Johnson Space Center and Marshall Space Flight Center. While this arrangement is appropriate for the immediate period when the SPC is building its capabilities and establishing a confidence level among NASA managers, the time is fast approaching when retention of this control by research and development centers will more than likely
impede processing operations. Planning should begin now for an orderly transfer of this oversight responsibility within NASA to an STS operations entity.

--A comprehensive maintenance plan for the Orbiter is lacking. NASA's Operations and Maintenance Instructions (OMI's) provide maintenance procedures but not a baseline from which risks can be assessed. Preparation of such a plan would undoubtedly be a priority assignment of an STS operations entity, carried out in collaboration with Johnson Space Center, Marshall Space Flight Center and the new Shuttle Processing Contractor.

--Operational problems of some magnitude can be expected for the SPC once the Vandenberg launch facility is activated. For example, conflicts between NASA and the USAF for priority of spare parts and perhaps ground support equipment will have to be resolved if the SPC is to carry out its processing responsibilities on both coasts. Resolution of these problems will be facilitated by the existence of an STS operations entity within NASA.

--Flight schedules at KSC and VAFB should be established that permit the SPC to deploy its human and material resources in a cost-effective manner.

--The SPC should participate in the review process that leads to major hardware acquisitions and enhancements that relate to Shuttle processing activities.

The Panel is encouraged by the approach and apparent organizational and technical capabilities of the SPC. The preparation for this significant step toward achieving a genuine operational space transportation system has been thorough and sensibly carried out. Both NASA and the Lockheed team, along
with the incumbent contractors, have contributed to this generally positive situation. As noted above, however, the Panel will continue to monitor these activities as the SPC assumes its full responsibilities and as the flight rate accelerates.
The 1982 report of the Aerospace Space Safety Advisory Panel to NASA contained many references to the transition now taking place as the Space Transportation System (STS) approaches operational status. It was the purpose of these 1982 comments to emphasize to NASA the importance of planning and then creating the organization, and inventory necessary to support the proposed increases in rate of STS launches, safely. A concern with any new system, as important and as complex as this STS, is that the need to satisfy potential customers drives a development into changes to improve performance rather than reliability. In addition, design or procedures simplification may have impact on performance but could have major influence on the cost, time for turnaround, and the safety of operations. The general tenor of NASA's response to the ASAP's 1982 report demonstrated the continuing strong bias of NASA management to spend the limited resources on major performance changes and to relegate changes for reliability and safe reduction of turnaround time to a lower priority. The ASAP hopes that this bias will not continue.

The Panel has reviewed the NASA response and has discussed each element of that response in an effort to deduce our own performance and to plan our future efforts to be more effective. In the following, point-by-point review of the NASA response, we offer some measure of self-assessment:

Recommendation 1 - The program for completing all flight test objectives.

NASA has given us a schedule which should complete the determination of aerodynamic performance, loads, etc., by mission 51-B (STS-20). We still feel that this subject deserves high priority and that flight data are necessary before we fully understand the structural and performance capability of the STS.
Recommendation 2 - Maintaining structural factors of safety.

NASA's outline of how future flight test information will be obtained, and its plan for instrumentation appear to be satisfactory. We concur in principle in the exchange of the Flight Acceleration Safety Cutoff System (FASCOS) to replace the Flight Acceleration Monitor Only System (FAMOS) for engine vibration monitoring.

Recommendation 3 - Single responsible operational logistics organization.

NASA's goal as outlined in SFO-PD-110.5, "NSTS Integrated Logistics Support Policy," is commendable and the ASAP concurs with it in principle but we feel that the time to develop, and the lead time to acquire major spares suggests more emphasis is needed from Headquarters. As will be noted elsewhere, the Shuttle Processing Contract alone does not solve the problem, no matter how capably the SPC contractors perform. Scheduled major and minor repair cycles need to be determined and spares ordered. This is not in the SPC work statement.

Recommendation 4 - Sustaining engineering.

The Panel has not succeeded in presenting a convincing case to NASA to separate this function from the engineering cadre that has accomplished the development and is now engaged in the engineering for performance improvement. We still believe it is timely to make this change.

Recommendation 5 - Hardware/Software certification.

The Panel is pleased that the Chief Engineer's Office is addressing this policy. When it is available for evaluation the Panel will meet with the Chief Engineer. The Panel did not make
clear in its recommendation that it was seeking only a policy, not a summary of what was or was not certified.

Recommendation 6 - Autoland demonstration.

The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel realizes now that it pressed prematurely for the demonstration of this system. It is obvious that the system is not yet acceptable to the astronauts for full dependence and that a real hazard may exist if the pilots are required to take over from a malfunctioning system late in the landing sequence.

Recommendation 7 - New design for the turbomachinery for the SSME.

NASA's three phase program for improvement and redesign of the power head and its turbopumps is a most thorough response to this problem. The ASAP will follow each phase in the expectation that subsequent Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) elements will have enough functional margin to justify repeated use at the 109% thrust level now being tested for certification. This subject is also included in the conclusions and recommendations of this 1983 annual report.

Recommendation 8 - Landing gear integrity.

The ASAP is not satisfied with the response to its 1982 suggestion. An expanded discussion of this element of the STS is included in this, the 1983 annual report.

Recommendation 9 - Structural modifications of Orbiter 102.

NASA must certainly maintain as regular a schedule as possible of useful Shuttle launches and the ASAP recognizes why the suggestion to do full structural modifications on Orbiter 102 became impractical. Elsewhere in this report we have noted our
continuing concern for the structural integrity of the Orbiter at its full payload capability and we are following NASA's flight planning to assure ourselves that adequate placards are in place until the structural loads and strength capability have all been defined.

Other Issues

Automatic entry and automatic braking:

The Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel accepts NASA's response that a complete automatic reentry implies many change in ground control concepts and manual inhibit responsibilities for the crew, and the Panel agrees that the likelihood of incapacitation of the entire crew is remote. Such a response does not cover the more detailed suggestion that automatic gear deployment and auto-braking should be considered to provide redundancy at a critical time.

Role of crew vs. ground control:

NASA response indicates progress toward more autonomous crew responsibilities and the ASAP commends such efforts. Separating the various segments of the operation into launch, on orbit and entry is useful in analyzing crew responsibilities and should be continued. The ASAP included one other phase in its discussions and that was the phase of flight readiness prior to launch. It is the Panel's suggestion that some simplification in procedures, some added confidence in on-board instrumentation, and some time saved might be possible if the cockpit were used as a major readiness check station in much the same manner as the cockpit of a complex airliner or combat aircraft is used.
Safety improvements:

The Panel recognizes that a consistency review of the redundancy of all the systems and backup systems on the STS is a monumental undertaking but we all feel that such a review is both possible and profitable because we believe that simplification of present systems may be the result (thrust vector control of solid rocket nozzles may be a good example).

NASA's response which included a review of the 1200 items on the Critical Item List approaches the Panel's concerns in a different but perhaps equally effective way. It is hoped that a critical item review and presentation can be made to the ASAP in 1984.

Noted elsewhere but worthy of repetition is that the Phase I, II, and III improvement programs in the operational suitability and spares determination for the Space Shuttle Main Engine is an example of a well organized approach to safety consistency. The Panel suggests a similar program for other major subsystems of the STS such as the auxiliary power unit.
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Appendix 1

SAFETY OF FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Nineteen hundred eighty-three was a significant year in the evolution of the management of flight safety in NASA aircraft operations.

The good aspects were: (1) the revitalization of the Intercenter Aircraft Operations Panel (IAOP), (2) the reorganization in NASA Headquarters that established the Aircraft Management Office (AMO) as the single office for directives and policy leadership for aircraft operations, and (3) the constructive recommendations from Ecosystems International, Inc. which reinforced many of the previously reported findings of the NASA in-house review teams. An organizational entity such as the AMO could improve what appears to be poor communication from the general management level to and from the flight operations level at the Centers.

The IAOP, through its panels and subgroups, met several times culminating in a full panel meeting at NASA Headquarters in the fall of 1983. The Headquarters staff presented a compendium of the recommendations from NASA in-house reviews, accident and incident reports, and reviews by ECOsystems International, Inc. The meeting closed with an admonition from the chairman to get on with the job of correcting any deficiencies in management for which they had responsibility. As a result of the IAOP work, changes in supervisory procedures and practices have been made at the Center level.

Evidence of poor communication with Headquarters can be deduced from some of the recommendations made by in-house and ECOsystems report--recommendations for the correction of situations that local air operations management had obviously
Appendix 2

UPPER STAGES

Inertial Upper Stage

The first flight of the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) from the Shuttle failed to put the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)-A spacecraft in the planned geosynchronous orbit. At the end of the IUS second burn, the IUS-1/TDRSS-A stack was in an orbit with a perigee some 7500 n.mi. lower than planned and in an uncontrolled tumble at about 30 rpm. The spacecraft was separated as a result of a command from the ground and, by means of the attitude control system thrusters, was stabilized and subsequently raised to the desired orbit.

An intensive investigation was conducted and the multiplicity of anomalies were sorted out. Most of the anomalies were the consequence of a major malfunction. This malfunction was the uncommanded second stage solid rocket motor nozzle displacement that occurred at about 83 seconds into the planned 107 second burn. The IUS control system was unable to regain control of the nozzle positioning during the remainder of the burn despite issuing the command for maximum restoring action and achieving maximum actuator electrical current. After the completion of the motor burn, the nozzle responded to command with correct response. This large deflection of the nozzle caused the observed tumbling.

The investigation concluded that the most probable cause of the malfunction was a failure of the motor "Techroll" joint such that the resultant rapid loss of fluid from the "Techroll" seal lead to the collapse of the seal. In such circumstances, the nozzle would be held in a cocked position by the motor chamber pressure load on the collapsed seal. At the completion of the motor burn the chamber pressure load is eliminated and the
restraining forces on nozzle motion are removed. By making the assumption of such a joint failure it was possible to replicate the flight data in a computer simulation giving credence to the hypothesis.

The exact cause or mechanism of the failure is still under investigation. Evidence to date indicates that a mechanical failure of the seal induced by one or more thermal protection system failures is the most probable cause of the control malfunction. As a consequence, an intensive review of the design and quality assurance provisions for this subsystem has been undertaken. In the absence of evidence of a specific fault leading to the malfunction, it has been necessary to implement a number of design changes to cover the spectrum of possibilities that exists. The changes include providing redundant seals for the fill and bleed ports of the "techroll" seal, providing additional insulation to the thermal protection subsystem to increase the design margin at several locations in the joint area. At the same time tests are being conducted on the original design in an attempt to isolate the cause of the failure. It is anticipated that a redesigned and stringently qualified system should become available by mid-1984.

Centaur

A 2-day fact-finding session covering the Centaur was conducted in mid-July at the General Dynamics Convair Division plant in San Diego, California. This session was the Panel's introduction to the Centaur as a part of the Shuttle program. Most of the organizations involved in the Centaur/Shuttle program provided briefings or had representatives present to respond to questions.

The Centaur program was in the midst of the design phase at the time of the visit. The conceptual designs had been adopted and detailed design was well along. The series of formal design
reviews were scheduled to begin in the last quarter of the year. The test program had been outlined and some of the development tests were in process.

The Panel's principal focus was on the safety implications of carrying a cryogenic propellant rocket stage with pressure-stabilized tanks in the Orbiter payload bay. In general, it appears that the program has identified and attacked the issues involved. Much attention has been given to safety considerations in the design process. The subsystems are being designed to satisfy the safety requirements stipulated for payloads by the Shuttle program. In trying to satisfy these requirements, some of which are more demanding than those imposed on the Shuttle itself, some aspects of the fluid and avionic systems of the Centaur became quite complex. A special review was undertaken to determine if some simplification could be achieved without compromising safety of flight. A Panel member attended a meeting on the findings of this activity and found that a thorough job had been done. There was general agreement that the modified system designs were satisfactory but that some waivers of requirements were required. This is occasioned by the fact that for payloads "damage to STS equipment" is categorized as a "catastrophic failure" regardless of the consequences of such damage. As a failure mode that is classified "catastrophic" is not permitted, additional redundancy is required and leads to the overly complex systems encountered. The issue is being pursued through the required channels.

The Centaur/Shuttle program (Headquarters, JSC, LeRC, KSC) provided detailed responses to Panel questions and comments regarding the Centaur flight and fixed elements and their integration into the Space Transportation System. This continuing dialogue between Panel and program personnel provides a sharing of the results of ongoing studies and decisions reached in those areas that are of vital interest to the Panel.